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We investigate the properties of magnon edge states in a ferromagnetic honeycomb spin
lattice with a Dzialozinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). We derive analytical expressions for
the energy spectra and wavefunctions of the edge states localized on the boundaries. By
introducing an external on-site potential at the outermost sites, we show that the bosonic
band structure is similar to that of the fermionic graphene. We investigate the region in the
momentum space where the bosonic edge states are well defined and we analyze the width
of the edge state and their dependence with the DMI strength. Our findings extend the
predictions using topological arguments and they allow size-dependent confirmation from
possible experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the most important and intriguing aspect of the
topological insulators is the presence of edge states. A
well known example is the Kane-Mele model in graphene
[1], where the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) causes a transi-
tion from a semi-metal to a quantum spin Hall insulator.
Accompanying the transition is the appearing of gapless
edge states with distinct properties from the bulk en-
ergy band [2–4]. In a fermionic model, the edge states
are spin-filtered, since the electrons with opposite spins
propagate in opposite directions with robustness against
external perturbations [5, 6].
The edge states have also been studied in magnetic in-
sulators [7], where the spin moments are carried by
magnons. The magnon Hall effect was observed in
a collinear ferromagnetic insulator Lu2V2O7 with py-
rochlore structure [8], in the Kágome ferromagnetic lat-
tice [9], and have also been studied in the Lieb lattice
[10] and honeycomb ferromagnetic lattice [11].
Until recently, most investigations of the edge states have
been based on fermionic models. Now similar study has
been extended to the bosonic models. For example, it has
been recently shown that the bosonic equivalent for the
Kane-Mele-Haldane model is a ferromagnetic Heisenberg
Hamiltonian with the Dzialozinskii-Moriya interaction.
The thermal Hall effect [12] and spin Nernst effect [13]
have been predicted for this magnetic system. So far,
the study of the magnon edge states is mainly based on
topological arguments and clearly the detailed proper-
ties of the edge states will be required if the potential of
magnonics is to be realized [14]. In particular, system-
atic investigation of the spin-density profile (or magnon
density) of the edge magnon and their dependence with
the DMI strength and external on-site potentials may be
useful in manufacturing small-sized devices based on such
magnets.
Although a direct experimental demonstration of the
magnon edge modes in magnetic systems is still absent,
it is interesting to ask whether the similar edge proper-
ties in the fermionic systems are also exhibited in the
bosonic counterparts. Particularly, with regard to the
fact that the strength of DMI in some magnets is greater
than that of SOC in graphene by five orders of magnitude
[8, 9]. With such motivations in this paper we analyze a
ferromagnetic honeycomb lattice with DMI. After intro-
ducing an on-site potential at the outermost sites [15, 16]
we derive an analytical form for the wavefunctions and
energy spectrum for the edge states. We investigate the
conditions in the momentum space where the edge states
are well defined and we write the edge-state width in
terms of the DMI strength.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we intro-
duce the model Hamiltonian with a next-nearest neighbor
DMI which opens a gap in the energy spectra. In Sec.
III we adapt the analytical approach for the edge state
developed by Wang. et. al. [17] and Doh. et. al [18, 19]
to a bosonic Haldane model. In order to cover the region
where most study has been focusing using topological
approach, we introduced an on-site potential at the out-
ermost sites. In Sec. IV, the edge states and their energy
spectra for zero and non-zero DMI are investigated. We
also analyze the range in the momentum space in which
the edge states are well defined and we express the width
of the edge state in terms of the DMI strength. We con-
clude with a summary in Sec. V. A brief description to
obtain the edge states and the energy spectrum without
DMI is presented in the appendix.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
We consider a ferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian
with DMI on a honeycomb lattice. The DMI vanishes
for the nearest-neighbors (NN) but has non-zero compo-
nent along the z−direction for the next-nearest-neighbors
(NNN) [20]. Assuming
−→
D = Dzˆ, the corresponding
model Hamiltonian for J > 0 is
H = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj +D
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
νij zˆ · (Si × Sj) , (1)
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2where 〈i, j〉 indicates the NN coupling, 〈〈i, j〉〉 is the
NNN coupling, in analogy with the Kane-Mele model,
and νij = ±1, depending on the orientation of the two
sites [1]. The energy spectrum of Eq. (1) is given by
ε = 3JS
(
1±
√
h2d + |γk|2
)
, (2)
in the linear spin-wave approximation for the infinite sys-
tem. Here, γk = 13
∑
σ exp (k · σ) is the honeycomb com-
plex structure factor and hd = 23
D
J
∑
µ sin (k · µ) is the
contribution due to the DMI. The index vectors σ and µ
run over the three NN and NNN with positive hopping
term, as shown in Fig. (1). The lower energy band be-
comes negative if DJ >
1√
3
, which is a signature of a phase
transition in the system [13]. Here, we only consider the
case when D < J√
3
with the ferromagnetic ground state.
The system of Eq. (1) has a non-trivial band topology.
The DMI induces a non-trivial gap of 6
√
3D
J at the two
Dirac points K and K′ in the spin-wave spectra and edge
states emerge with gapless energy [11]. Motivated by
such predictions, in the following sections, we derive an-
alytical expressions for the edge states and explicit forms
for the energy spectrum for the semi-infinite system.
Figure 1. (Color on-line) Schematic of a honeycomb lattice with
zig-zag edges. σ, µ are the nearest-neighbors and the next-nearest
neighbor index vectors, respectively. νij = ±1 is the orientation de-
pendent coefficient and is positive (negative) if the electron makes
a left (right) turn to get the second site. The external on-site po-
tential δ = 1 is introduced at the outermost sites.
III. EDGE STATES AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
A. Hamiltonian matrix elements
Starting from a Neél ordering state for a bipartite lattice
and by the standard Holstein-Primakoff transformations
in the linear spin-wave theory, we can write the following
effective bosonic Hamiltonian for a ferromagnetic lattice
of Eq. (1) as,
H = −JS
∑
i,σ
(
aib
†
i+σ + a
†
i bi+σ − a†iai − b†i+σbi+σ
)
+iDS
∑
i,µ
νi,i+µ
(
aia
†
i+µ − a†iai+µ
)
(3)
+iDS
∑
j,µ
νj,j+µ
(
bjb
†
j+µ − b†jbj+µ
)
,
where the index i (j) denotes the A (B) sublattice sites, σ
and µ are the NN and NNN vector, respectively, as shown
in Fig. (1). This Hamiltonian is the bosonic equivalent
to the Haldane model [21]. To investigate the edge state,
we assume a zigzag boundary along the x direction and
semi-infinite in the y direction. If k is the momentum in
the x direction, the Hamiltonian (3) can be written as,
H = JS
∑
k
Ψ†MΨ, (4)
where Ψ†k =
[
Ψ†k,A, Ψ
†
k,B
]
is a semi-infinite 2-component
spinor. The matrix elements of M are semi-infinite ma-
trices: M11 = (2 + δ) + (1 − δ)T †T + J3 − J4
(
T + T †
)
,
M12 = −
(
J1 + J2T
†), M21 = M†12 and M22 = (2 + δ) +
(1− δ)TT † − J3 + J4
(
T + T †
)
, where J1 = 2 cos
(√
3
2 k
)
,
J2 = 1, J3 = 2D′ sin
(√
3 k
)
, J4 = 2D′ sin
(√
3
2 k
)
,
D′ = D/J , and T is a semi-infinite displacement matrix
as defined in Ref. [22]. Here, we introduced an external
on-site potential, δ, at the outermost sites. In a ferro-
magnetic lattice the intrinsic on-site potential is given by
the number of nearest-neighbors, along the zig-zag edge
there is a missing bond and the edge on-site energy is
lower than in the bulk. By introducing an external on-
site potential the edge state can be modified [5, 15, 23].
In this work, we will focus on the “symmetric” case with
δ = 1, as in Refs. [11–13], where the on-site potential
along the edge is the same as in the bulk. We will con-
sider other cases with different values of δ elsewhere.
B. Self-consistent equation for the edge modes
From the Hamiltonian (4) and with the explicit form
of the matrix elements, we can construct the coupled
Harper equations [24, 25] for the edge state. Using the
assumption that the edge states are exponentially decay-
ing from the boundary, we consider the following anzats
[17, 26] for the eigenstates of M in Eq. (4),
ψk (n) = z
nφk. (5)
In the above wavefunction φk is a 2−component vector, z
is a complex number with magnitude less than the unity
and n = 1, 2, 3 ..., are the lattice coordinates in the y
direction as shown in Fig. (1). The form zn in the above
3equation is a finite-size Fourier transform along the y-
direction and is related to the eigenvalues of a finite-size
displacement matrix [22]. Therefore, the effective Hamil-
tonian for the edge state can now be written as,
H =
[
3 + J3 − J4
(
z + z−1
) − (J1 + J2z−1)
− (J1 + J2z) 3− J3 + J4
(
z + z−1
) ] . (6)
The characteristic equation for the eigenvalue ε is ob-
tained from the condition, |H (z)− ε| = 0, or,
a
(
z + z−1
)2
+ b
(
z + z−1
)
+ c = 0, (7)
where, a = −J24 , b = 2J3J4 − J1J2, c = (ε− 3)2 − J21 −
J22 − J23 . We solve for z + z−1 to obtain four solutions
z±1 and z
±
2 in terms of the momentum k and energy ε.
Two of the solutions with |z| < 1 describe the state at
the upper edge, while the other two with |z| > 1 describe
the state for the lower edge, if any. The eigenfunction of
Eq. (4) satisfying lim
n→∞ψk (n) = 0 may now in general
be written as,
ψk (n) = u1z
n
1 φ1 + u2z
n
2 φ2, (8)
where u1(2) are normalization constants and the eigen-
vector of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (6), corresponding to the
solution zr (r = 1, 2), is given by
φr =
[
J1 + J2z
−1
r
3− ε+ J3 − J4
(
zr + z
−1
r
) ] . (9)
If an opposite boundary exists, the semi-infinite matrices
in Eq. (4) can be truncated at some size N and the edge
states of the system will become a linear combination of
the solutions at each boundary [3]. As N increases over
some value, the edge states become independent of the
size as expected [27, 28], allowing us to obtain the solu-
tions at each edge independently. For a large N and for
the opposite boundary, the edge state can be obtained if
we perform the substitution zn → zN−n+1 in the Eq. (8).
Furthermore, we have to choose the eigenvector whose
A−sublattice component goes to zero when D → 0 (the
details of the solution without DMI are presented in the
appendix). From the Hamiltonian (6), the eigenvector,
φ′r, for the opposite edge, has the form,
φ′r =
[
3− ε− J3 + J4
(
zr + z
−1
r
)
J1 + J2zr
]
. (10)
For a zig-zag edge, the boundary conditions are satisfied
by setting:
ψ′k (N + 1) = ψk (0) = 0. (11)
As in the Kane-Mele model, the eigenvectors for each so-
lution are linearly dependent [19]. Then, from the Eq.
(8) and the edge condition, Eq. (11), the non-trivial so-
lution is given by setting the determinant |φ1 φ2| = 0 or
|φ′1 φ′2| = 0 for the other edge, providing us the following
additional relation for the edge energy dispersion,
ε− 3− 2J3 + J4 (z1 + z2) + J3z1z2 = 0, (12)
with eigenstates
ψk (n) = u1 (z
n
1 − zn2 )φ1, (13)
for the upper edge. As we mentioned before, for the lower
edge at large N , the eigenstate and energy spectrum can
be obtained by the substitutions zn → zN−n+1 in the
Eq. (13) and z → z−1 in the Eq. (12).
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Figure 2. (Color online) Energy spectrum for a honeycomb ferro-
magnetic lattice with DMI and external on-site potential δ = 1 at
the outermost sites. a) For D = 0, the horizontal line at ε = 3 JS
is the flat spectrum for the edge state. b) For D = 0.1 J , the two
bands crossing the gap near the Dirac points are the chiral edge
states for the upper (red) and lower (blue) edges. The arrows show
the critical points at kl before K and kr after K′ (see text).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Energy Spectrum
Equations (7) and (12) can be solved numerically for the
energy and the wavefunction of the edge state. We first
discuss the case of D = 0. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the
bulk energy spectra is always degenerate at theK andK′
points, independently of the boundary conditions. How-
ever, if we consider a semi-infinite lattice with zig-zag
edges, a flat band appears (see appendix for further de-
tails). Such flat band is the bosonic analogous to the edge
4state in zig-zag graphene [29, 30] and the corresponding
edge state can be described in a similar way as follows:
the bulk bands for a ferromagnetic lattice are symmetric
around ε = 3, hence, if a state exists along the bound-
ary, the sum of the components of the wavefunction over
the nearest-neighbors sites must be equal to the on-site
energy. Such equality is only fulfilled if we include an
external on-site energy, in particular for δ = 1 we obtain
an edge state localized at the A−sublattice. From the
Eq. (A5), we can write the wavefunction as,
ψk (n) ∝ (−J1)n−1 , (14)
where J1 is a function of k as we defined before. Hence,
the spin-density of the edge magnon is proportional to
J
2(n−1)
1 in the region
2pi
3
√
3
≤ k ≤ 4pi
3
√
3
(between the K
and K′ points) where the flat band exists. At the point
k0 =
pi√
3
the edge state is completely localized at the
single line of boundary sites and gradually extends inside
to the inner sites as we move to the Dirac Points where
it merges into the bulk. For the opposite edge, with the
same argument, an edge state exists and is localized at
the B−sublattice.
We next consider the case of non-zero DMI. The energy
bands are obtained by solving the Eq. (12) with the
solutions given by the Eq. (7), and the edge wavefunction
by the Eq. (13). In the Fig. 2(b) we show the energy
bands for a DMI strength of D = 0.1 J . The shaded
regions correspond to the bulk spectra, while the two
bands which transverse the gap, connecting the upper
and lower bulk bands, are the spectra of the edge states.
By the analysis of the Eq. (12) or the wavefunctions of
Eq. (13), we find that there is only one edge state at
each boundary. The edge band at the upper boundary
has negative slope while the edge band at the opposite
edge has positive slope. Hence, as predicted in Ref. [11],
the magnons are moving to the left at one of the edges,
while they are moving to the right in the other one. On
the other hand, at the point k0 = pi√3 and ε = 3, the edge
state for the upper edge takes a simple form,
ψk0 (n) ∝ [1− (−1)n]
[
z−10
i
]
zn0 , (15)
where z0 = i4D′
(−1 +√1 + 16D′2). The spin-density of
the edge magnon is therefore proportional to |z0|2(n−1)
and |z0|2n for the A and B sublattice, respectively, decay-
ing exponentially. As we move from k0 to near the Dirac
points K or K′, the edge state becomes delocalized and
merged with that of the bulk state.
B. Allowed range for the edge states
We notice that the restriction |z1,2| < 1 in the Eq. (12)
and (13) allow us to investigate two important properties
of the edge states: the region in the momentum space
where they are well defined and their confinement to the
physical boundary. In general, a particular edge state
has two critical points defined as kl and kr located before
and after the two Dirac K and K′ points, respectively,
as indicated in the Fig. 2(b). For the upper edge, the
eigenfunctions (and also the energy spectrum) depends
on z+1 and z
+
2 in the (left) interval k ∈ (kl, k0) and on z−1
and z−2 in the (right) interval k ∈ (k0, kr). The critical
points are determined when the modulus of one z in Eq.
(12) reach the unity and the edge state becomes indistin-
guishable from the bulk. In the Fig. (3) the plot of |z|
versus k is shown for different values of D in the interval
where the edge state is well defined. For the edge state at
the upper edge, the critical point near K is given when
the modulus
∣∣z+2 ∣∣, reach the unity, whereas that in the
right interval (near K′), the critical point is given when∣∣z−1 ∣∣ = 1. In particular for D = 0.1 J , kl ≈ 1.09 and
kr ≈ 2.53 [See. Fig. 2(b)]. Only when D = 0, these
critical points correspond to the Dirac points.
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Figure 3. (Color on-line) |z| vs k at different values of D. The
solutions correspond to
∣∣∣z+1 ∣∣∣ (dashed, blue), ∣∣∣z+2 ∣∣∣ (dot, red), ∣∣∣z−2 ∣∣∣
(dot-dashed, green) and
∣∣∣z−1 ∣∣∣ (dot-dot-dashed, orange). The con-
tinuous line (black) corresponds to z = −J1 for D = 0.
If we increase the value of D, the critical points move
further away from the Dirac points as shown in Fig. (3).
This suggests that the edge state merges into the bulk
but remains in (or near) its boundaries. Such critical
points are important since they define the range where
the edge state is well defined and they also determine the
critical region where z is transformed from real to a com-
plex with unitary modulus. The z solutions with unitary
modulus, which obey the bulk and boundary conditions,
are sensitive to the values of DMI and the details of edge
modifications.
C. Width of the bosonic edge state
In the previous section, we have investigated the critical
points and their dependence with the solutions z+2 and
5z−1 in their corresponding intervals. In this section, we
will examine the width of the edge state and their relation
with the remaining solutions, z+1 and z
−
2 . As described
before, the spin-density of the edge magnon decreases
as we move away from the boundary, and this happens
with some characteristic length scale. Following the Ref.
[18] for a semi-infinite zig-zag graphene, the width or
characteristic length scale is given by,
ξi (k) ≡ 3
2
[
ln
∣∣∣∣ 1zi (k)
∣∣∣∣]−1 , (16)
where |zi (k)| < 1 is the smallest factor in the eigen-
state given by Eq. (13). We notice that such condition
is fulfilled by z+1 and z
−
2 between (kl, k0) and (k0, kr),
respectively, as shown in Fig. (3). In Fig. (4) we plot
the width versus momentum for different values of D,
where by completeness we also have included the larger
decaying factors. In the slightly flat region around k0
the width is almost constant. Here,
∣∣z+1 ∣∣ = ∣∣z+2 ∣∣ and∣∣z−1 ∣∣ = ∣∣z−2 ∣∣, since the discriminant of the Eq. (7) is nega-
tive (b2−4ac < 0), which gives rise a two pairs of complex
conjugate solutions, one pair with magnitude lower than
one. However, out of this complex region and between
the critical values, the solutions are real. In such region,
the width associate to the solution z+1 decreases while
the associate to z+2 grows quickly and diverges at the
critical point where the edge state merges into the bulk.
Since the edge state wave-function is written as a linear
combination, Eq. (13), then the edge state merges into
the bulk through a bifurcation of the edge state width in
complete analogy with a semi-infinite graphene [18, 19].
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Figure 4. (Color on-line) Edge state width ξ vs k at different values
of D. The DMI values correspond to: D = 0.05 J (continuous,
blue), D = 0.10 J (dotted, red) and D = 0.15 J (dash-dotted,
green). Inset: Edge state width at k0 = pi√
3
as a function of D/J .
The inset in Fig. (4) shows the edge state width as a
function of D at the point k0. At such point the width
can be obtained explicitly. From the Eq. (12) for k = k0
we obtain z+1 = −z−2 for ε = 3, and by the Eq. (16) we
can write,
ξ0 =
3
2
ln
 4 (D/J)√
1 + 16
(
D
J
)2 − 1

−1
. (17)
Expanding near D = 0 the above equation takes the
form,
ξ0 ≈ −3
2
[
ln
[
2D
J
]]−1
, (18)
which shows that the width of the edge state vanishes
logarithmically as the DMI approaches to zero. Such be-
havior can be also observed in the Fig. (3), where the z
solutions collapses to a single, z = −J1. In consequence,
at D = 0 and k = k0 the edge state is completely local-
ized at the single line of boundary sites as we mentioned
before.
As in the fermionic model, the width of the edge state
as we discussed above could have important effects when
determining the edge properties of samples with finite
size [31–33]. For example, it has been found that there is
magnon propagation in interfaces between ferromagnets
and normal metals with a strong spin-orbit coupling, re-
ferred to as interfacial DMI interaction [34–36]. It also
have been proposed magnon waveguides, where the prop-
agation is between the interface of two topological insula-
tors [37]. In both such cases, the width of the edge state
will be useful in the measurement of the magnon current.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived analytical expressions for the magnon
edge-state wavefunctions and their energy spectra for
a honeycomb lattice with DMI and zig-zag edges. We
demonstrate that the bosonic edge states are defined in
a region in the momentum space before merging into the
bulk and the width of the edge state can be controlled
by the DMI strength. By introducing an on-site potential
at the outermost sites we found that the magnonic fer-
romagnetic band structure closely resembles that of the
fermionic graphene. However, unlike graphene where the
energy spectrum is doubly degenerate, our explicit solu-
tions demonstrate that there is only one chiral magnon
edge state at each edge as predicted by topological ap-
proaches [11–13]. Moreover, our approach is applicable
for arbitrary values of the on-site potential δ as intro-
duced in Eq. (4). The edge-magnon width, the chirality
and the spin density as a function of the DMI presented
in this paper could be useful for experiments in small
sized monolayers or thin film magnets.
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Appendix A: Analytical Solutions for the
Hamiltonian with D=0
In this appendix, we derive the edge states for D = 0
with an on-site potential δ = 1 at the outermost sites.
The coupled Harper equations of the Hamiltonian (4)
are given by
3ψA (n)− J1ψB (n)− J2ψB (n− 1) = εψA (n) ,
−J1ψA (n)− J2ψA (n+ 1) + 3ψB (n) = εψB (n) , (A1)
where ψA,B (n) are the eigenfunctions for each sublattice.
Using the Eq. (5) we can write the Eq. (A1) in terms of
the 2−component vector φ as,[
3 −J1 − J2z−1
−J1 − J2z 3
] [
φA
φB
]
= ε
[
φA
φB
]
, (A2)
for n > 1 (and n < N , for a large N). The non-trivial
solution gives rise to the characteristic equation,
(3− ε)2 − J21 − J22 − J1J2
(
z + z−1
)
= 0, (A3)
which is a quadratic equation in z. The edge state can
be constructed with the solution |z| < 1 in the Eq. (A3).
As in the case for non-zero DMI, we require an additional
condition for z and ε. From the Harper equations for the
case of n = 1, such condition is given by,
(3− ε)2 − J21 − J1J2z = 0. (A4)
Hence, the existence of an edge state requires that z and
ε must satisfied both equations (A3) and (A4). One such
solution is ε = 3 and z = −J1, with eigenstate
ψk (n) = z
n
[
φA
0
]
, (A5)
which is localized on the A−sublattice. This solution is
consistent with the Eq. (12) and the eigenstate given by
the Eq. (13) in the limit D → 0.
For a large N , we obtain the solution for the opposite
edge, by setting n = N in the Harper equations and
write
(3− ε)2 − J21 − J1J2z−1 = 0. (A6)
Together with the bulk equation (A3) we find the solu-
tions as ε = 3 for z = −1/J1. Hence, the eigenstate in
terms of the ribbon size and the solution for the upper
boundary, can be written as
ψ′k (n) = z
N−n+1
[
0
φ′B
]
. (A7)
Such solution is consistent (in the limit D → 0) with the
eigenvector given in Eq. (10). Finally, for the range in
the momentum, since we require |z| < 1 for the upper
and |z| > 1 for the lower edge, the flat edge state exists
between, k ∈
(
2pi
3
√
3
, 4pi
3
√
3
)
which are the coordinates of
the K and K ′ points, [See Fig. 2(a)].
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